
　  0761-21-1281
　  Imae neighborhood
　  (Lake Kiba Park West Zone)
　  Café: 10:00～16:00
　  Tues, start/end-of-year holidays
　  12min.
　  @lagobianco

　Aqua Terrace Dining 
　LAGO BIANCO
3

3

A café-restaurant with spectacular 
views.
You can enjoy a view of Lake Kiba 
through the panoramic windows, 
and on a good day, even a clear view 
of Mt. Hakusan. We recommend 
trying the 100% vegetable and fruit 
smoothies. A place where you can 
refresh and heal your body.

　Chojuan Minowa
　(Confectionery)
2

Established in 1962. Known for 
its signature "Kaga Three Lakes" 
（加賀三湖） confectionery.
Their most famous confectionery is 
the "Kaga Three Lakes", filled with 
three different pastes to symbolize 
the region's three big lakes of 
Shibayama, Kiba and Imae (now 
reclaimed). Seasonal sweets are 
also popular! You can also look 
forward to sampling novel creations 
by young confectionery artisans.
　  0761-44-3120
　  Ni-1-4 Minowamachi
　  8:00～20:00
　  Mon
　  0min.
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　Roadside Station
 ~Komatsu Kibagata~
4

Bursting full of Komatsu's local 
specialties!
At the produce section, you will find 
products that are the pride and joy 
of Komatsu farmers & artisans: from 
seasonal vegetables and fruits, to 
branded confectionery, sake and 
crafts. The adjoining restaurant also 
serves up dishes making use of 
freshly harvested Komatsu produce.
　  0761-25-1188
　  Ke 2-2 Rendaijimachi
　 ［Produce store］　
 　8:30～18:30（Nov~Mar: until 6PM）
　 ［Restaurant］
 　9:00～17:30（Teishoku set meals start 11AM）
　  Wed (for Jan & Feb) 
　  22min.

4

　Marunishi
　Confectionery Shop
1

An old-timer running for over 70 
years.
Each confectionery is individually 
made with care. Both Japanese and 
Western-style sweets are available, 
and change with the seasons. The 
winter-only obanyaki (bean-filled 
pancakes) are highly popular! Why 
not set off on your Sunday cycle with 
one of their treats in hand!
　  0761-44-2623
　  U-79-12 Futsumachi
 　8:00～19:00
　  Wed
　  0min.

1

obanyaki 　 Points to Note
※Bikes must be returned by 6PM (5PM for Ataka Sea Station).
※A late return fee will be charged if you exceed the time limit.
※If the bike is stolen or lost, you will be charged the costs involved accordingly.
※All injuries and costs resulting from road accidents are the sole liability of the user.

Komatsu Station Stop Bussan-ya Souvenir Shop ☎0761-21-8208 　9:00～18:00
Ataka Sea Station Stop                  ☎0761-21-6734 　9:00～17:00　   Wed
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RENTAL
BICYCLE
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①Fill up form

Get the registration 
form from the rental 
shop counter, and fill in 
all required details.

②Provide personal ID

Hand some form of 
personal ID (driver's 
license, health insurance 
card, student ID etc.) to 
the staff.

③Set off!!

Check that the bike is 
in good condition, and 
you're all set to go!!

Awazu Station Stop
Mon~Sat: Fujita Cycle
☎0761-44-3350 　9:00～18:00
Sun: Marunishi Confectionery Shop
☎0761-44-2623 　9:00～18:00

For Enquiries

Ｇｏｕｒｍｅｔ

You may drop off your bikes at any of the three rental stops at
Komatsu Station, Awazu Station or Ataka Sea Station!

Standard Bike 300 yen／day (Students: 150 yen)
E-bike 500 yen／3hours OR 1000 yen／day

ＲｅｎｔａｌＦｅｅ

ＨｏｗｔｏＵｓｅ

　 TEL
　 Wi-Fi　 Toilet

　 Est. time from rental stop　 Hours   Address 　 Rest days 　 Fees
　 Instagram    Take out



　  0761-65-1120
　  I-79 Awazumachi
　  8:00～22:00 ※Last entry 9PM
　  8th, 18th & 28th every month
　  （day before/after
　   if it falls on a weekend/PH）
　  Adult (middle sch & above) 430 yen
　  Child (elementary sch) 130 yen
　  Infant (<2 years old) 50 yen
　  18min.
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　Awazu Onsen
　Public Bath
4

Awazu Onsen is the oldest onsen 
town in the Hokuriku region, said to 
have been discovered in 718 after a 
divine message from Mt. Hakusan 
led the monk Taicho there. The 
accessible public bath is especially 
effective for nerve and muscle 
aches, as well as skin conditions. You 
could take a hike around the nearby 
"Lover's Sanctuary" and Dakeyama 
mountain course, before a soothing 
dip in the gentle hot spring waters.

　Motorcar Museum
　of Japan
1

A museum with a collection of as 
many as 500 rare and famous cars 
from around the world. Cars from 
throughout history are displayed, 
including the Rolls Royce that 
Princess Diana rode when visiting 
Japan. Each floor is equipped with 
an "international toilet" with bidets 
from around the world, completing 
the "travel experience"!

1　  0761-43-4343
　  Ikkanyama-40 Futatsunashimachi
　  9:00～17:00
　  Wed, 12/26～12/31
　  Adult 1200 yen
　  Child (elementary/middle sch) 600 yen
　  13min.
　  @kurupaku4343

　  0761-43-3106
　  Ranobu-58 Sandanimachi
　  12min.

2

　Lake Kiba Park3

A nature paradise populated by birds 
and aquatic plants, Lake Kiba is the 
only lake in the prefecture to have 
retained its past appearance. From 
the 1700 sakura trees that bloom 
around the lake, to irises and maple 
trees, you can enjoy the stunning 
scenery of nature against the 
backdrop of Mt. Hakusan throughout 
the year. It is also a well-known spot for 
bird-watching, strolling and canoeing. 
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Drop by this public bath♨ with ease!!

Stunning natural scenery
of flowers & greenery!!

Look out for the white
egg-like structure!!

Natadera Temple

Awazu Onsen 
Public Bath ♨

Roadside Station
~Komatsu Kibagata~

LAGO BIANCO

Lake Kiba Park

Marunishi

Chojuan Minowa

Motorcar Museum
of Japan

●
Komatsu Dome
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●Hiyo Shrine

Why♥Mt.Hakusan?
Along with Mt. Fuji and nearby Mt. Tateyama, Mt. 
Hakusan is one of Japan's "Three Holy Mountains". 
These mountains have been revered as Shinto deities 
and powerful spiritual centers since ancient times. 

"Haku" means "white" and refers to how the mountain's peaks remain 
visibly snowy year-long. Komatsu's proximity has blessed locals with the 
mountain's pure waters and spectacular views throughout the year!

Why♥Mt.Hakusan?

　Natadera Temple2

With a history of over 1300 years, it is 
said that this temple was established 
in the year 717 by Taicho, a monk 
who played an integral role in opening 
up Mt. Hakusan as a major religious 
center. Hence, Natadera Temple has 
been known as a place of worship for 
the revered mountain since ancient 
times. Unique sights include rock 
formations reminiscent of landscape 
paintings, and a rock cave that 
symbolizes a mother's womb (walking 
through takes one through a cycle of 
rebirth and purification). An ideal 
place for refreshing your soul amidst 
the grandeur of nature.

　  0761-65-2111
　  Yu-122 Natamachi
　  8:30～16:45（Mar～Nov）
　  8:45～16:30（Dec～Feb） 
　  Adult 600 yen
　  Elementary Sch. 300 yen
　  13min.
　  @natadera_temple

2
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　　●
Komatsu University
Awazu Campus

Nanbu Municipal
Library ●

West Zone●

●
Notoya ♨           

Re-pumpfor 100yen!!
Sono Cycle●

●Yunokuni no Mori
　Traditional Handicrafts Village

Famous spot in Basho's

"Narrow Road to the Deep North"!!

Mt.Hakusan 
NiceView!! 3

 Awazu Open Space
　●~Odorossa~


